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Abstract. We introduce the VST (virtual suffix tree), an efficient data structure for suffix trees and suffix arrays. Starting from the suffix array, we construct the suffix tree, from which we derive the virtual suffix tree. The VST provides the same functionality as the suffix tree, including suffix links, but at a much smaller space requirement. It has the same linear time construction even for large alphabets, \( \Sigma \), requires \( O(n) \) space to store (\( n \) is the string length), and allows searching for a pattern of length \( m \) to be performed in \( O(m \log |\Sigma|) \) time, the same time needed for a suffix tree. Given the VST, we show an algorithm that computes all the suffix links in linear time, independent of \( \Sigma \). The VST requires less space than other recently proposed data structures for suffix trees and suffix arrays, such as the enhanced suffix array [1], and the linearized suffix tree [16]. On average, the space requirement (including that for suffix arrays and suffix links) is 13.8\( n \) bytes for the regular VST, and 12.05\( n \) bytes in its compact form.

1 Introduction

The suffix tree is an important data structure used to represent the set of all suffixes of a string. The suffix tree is efficient in both time and space, and has been used in a variety of applications, such as pattern matching, sequence alignment, the identification of repetitions in genome-scale biological sequences, and in data compression. Various algorithms have been developed for efficient construction of suffix trees [28,22,27,8]. However, one major problem with the suffix tree is its practical space requirement. The suffix array is a related data structure, which was originally introduced in [21] as a space-efficient alternative to the suffix tree. The suffix array simply provides a listing of all the suffixes of a given string in lexicographic order. The suffix array can be used in most (though, not all) situations where a suffix tree can be used.

Although the theoretical space complexity is linear for both data structures, typically, for a given string \( T \) of length \( n \), the suffix array requires about three to five times less space than the suffix tree. The construction time for both algorithms is also \( O(n) \) on average. For suffix arrays, construction algorithms that run in \( O(n \log n) \) worst case\(^1\) are relatively easy to develop, but \( O(n) \) worst case algorithms are much harder to come by. Recent suffix sorting algorithms with worst-case linear time have been reported in [13,18,17,3]. Gusfield [11] provides a comprehensive treatment of suffix trees and its applications. Puglisi et al [26] provide a recent survey on suffix arrays. Adjeroh et al (2008) provide an extensive discussion on the connection between the Burrows-Wheeler transform [6] and suffix trees and suffix arrays.

For small alphabet sizes, the suffix tree and the suffix array have about the same complexity in pattern matching. For pattern matching, the suffix array requires time
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\(^1\) All logarithms are to base 2, unless otherwise stated.
in $O(m \log n)$ to locate one occurrence of a pattern of length $m$ in $T$. However, with additional data structures, such as the lcp array, this time can be reduced to $O(m + \log n)$. With the suffix tree, the same search can be performed in $O(m)$ time. The problem, however, is for sequences with large alphabets. Here, $|\Sigma|$, the alphabet size is no longer negligible. Using the array representation of nodes in the suffix tree will require $O(n|\Sigma|)$ space for the suffix tree, and $O(m)$ time for pattern matching. For linear space, the linked list or binary search tree can be used, but the search time becomes $O(m|\Sigma|)$ or $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$ respectively.

The challenge therefore is to develop space-efficient data structures that can support pattern matching using the same time complexity as suffix trees, but at a practical space requirement that approaches that of the suffix array. Such a data structure should also support the complete functionality of the suffix tree, such as support for suffix links, as may be required in certain applications. Two recent data structures that have tried to address this problem are the ESA — enhanced suffix array [1], and the LST — linearized suffix tree [15,16]. Both methods are based on the notion of lcp-intervals [14], constructed using the suffix array and the lcp array. Other related data structures that have been proposed include the suffix cactus [12], suffix vectors [23,25], compact suffix trees [20], the lazy suffix trees [9], level-compressed suffix trees [4], compressed suffix trees [24], and compressed suffix arrays [10]. See also [2].

1.1 Main results

We introduce another data structure, the virtual suffix tree (VST), an efficient data structure for suffix trees and suffix arrays. The VST does not use the lcp-intervals, but rather exploits the inherent nature of the suffix tree topology. We state our main results in the form of two theorems about the VST.

**Theorem 1.** Given a string $T = T[1..n]$, with symbols from an alphabet $\Sigma$, and the virtual suffix tree for $T$, we can count the number of occurrences of a pattern $P = P[1..m]$ in $T$ in $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$ time, and locate all the $\eta_{occ}$ occurrences of $P$ in $T$ in $O(m \log |\Sigma| + \eta_{occ})$ time.

**Theorem 2.** Given a string $T = T[1..n]$, with symbols from an alphabet $\Sigma$, the virtual suffix tree, including the suffix link, can be constructed in $O(n)$ time, and $O(n)$ space, independent of $\Sigma$.

Essentially, the VST provides the same functionality as the suffix tree, but at a much smaller space requirement. It has the same linear time construction for large $|\Sigma|$, requires $O(n)$ space to store, and allows searching for a pattern of length $m$ to be performed in $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$ time, the same time needed for a suffix tree. To provide the complete functionality of the suffix tree, we describe a simple linear time algorithm that computes the suffix links based on the VST. Although the space needed for the VST is linear (as in suffix tree implementations using linked lists or binary trees), the practical space requirement is much smaller than that of a suffix tree. The VST requires less space than other recently proposed data structures for suffix trees and suffix arrays, such as the ESA [1], and the LST [16]. On average, the space requirement (including that for suffix arrays and suffix links) is 13.8$n$ bytes for the regular VST, and 12.05$n$ bytes in its compact form. This can be compared with the 20$n$ bytes needed by the LST or the ESA.
1.2 Organization

The next section introduces the key notations and definitions used. In Section 3, we introduce the basic data structure and discuss the properties of the VST. Section 4 presents an improved data structure, along with algorithms for its construction. A complexity analysis on the construction and use of the VST is also presented in this section. Section 5 shows how the suffix link can be constructed on the VST. The paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Basic notations and definitions

Let $T = T[1..n]$ be the input string of length $n$, over an alphabet $\Sigma$. Let $T = \alpha \beta \gamma$, for some strings $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ ($\alpha$ and $\gamma$ could be empty). The string $\beta$ is called a substring of $T$, $\alpha$ is called a prefix of $T$, while $\gamma$ is called a suffix of $T$. The prefix $\alpha$ is called a proper prefix of $T$ if $\alpha \neq T$. Similarly, the suffix $\gamma$ is called a proper suffix of $T$ if $\gamma \neq T$. We will also use $t_i = T[i]$ to denote the $i$-th symbol in $T$ — both notations are used interchangeably. We use $T_i = T[i..n] = t_it_{i+1} \cdots t_n$ to denote the $i$-th suffix of $T$. For simplicity in constructing suffix trees, we usually ensure that no suffix of the string is a proper prefix of another suffix by appending a special symbol, $\$\$ to $T$, such that $\$\$ \notin \Sigma$, and $\$\$ < $\sigma$, $\forall \sigma \in \Sigma$.

Given a string $T$, its suffix tree (ST) is a rooted tree with $n$ leaves, where the $i$-th leaf node corresponds to the $i$-th suffix $T_i$ of $T$. Except for the root node and the leaf nodes, every node must have at least two descendant child nodes. Each edge in the suffix tree represents a substring of $T$, and no two edges out of a node start with the same character. For a given edge, the edge label is simply the substring in $T$ corresponding to the edge. We use $l_i$ to denote the $i$-th leaf node. Then, $l_i$ corresponds to $T_i$, the $i$-th suffix of $T$. When the edges from each node are sorted alphabetically, then $l_i$ will correspond to $T_{SA[i]}$, the $i$-th suffix of $T$ in lexicographic order.

For edge $(u, v)$ between nodes $u$ and $v$ in ST, the edge label (denoted $\text{label}(u, v)$) is a non-empty substring of $T$. The edge length is simply the length of the edge label. The edge label is usually represented compactly using two pointers to the beginning and end of its corresponding substring in $T$. For a given node $u$ in the suffix tree, its path label, $L(u)$ is defined as the label of the path from the root node to $u$. Since each edge represents a substring in $T$, $L(u)$ is essentially the string formed by the concatenation of the labels of the edges traversed in going from the root node to the given node, $u$. The string depth of node $u$, (also called its length) is simply $|L(u)|$, the number of characters in $L(u)$. The node depth (also called node level) of node $u$ is the number of nodes encountered in following the path from the root to $u$. The root is assumed to be at node depth 0.

Certain suffix tree construction algorithms make use of suffix links. The notion of suffix links is based on a well-known fact about suffix trees [28,20], namely, if there is an internal node $u$ in ST such that its path label $L(u) = a\alpha$ for some single character $a \in \Sigma$, and a (possibly empty) string $\alpha \in \Sigma^*$, then there is a node $v$ in ST such that $L(v) = \alpha$. A pointer from node $u$ to node $v$ is called a suffix link. If $\alpha$ is an empty string, then the pointer goes from $u$ to the root node. Suffix links are important in certain applications, such as in computing matching statistics needed in approximate pattern matching, regular expression matching, or in certain types of traversal of the suffix tree.
A predominant factor in the space cost for suffix trees is the number of interior nodes in the tree, which depends on the tree topology. Thus, a major consideration is how the outgoing edges from a node in the suffix tree are represented. The three major representations used for outgoing edges are arrays, linked lists, and binary search trees. While the array is simple to implement, it could require a large memory for large alphabets. However, independent of the specific method adopted, a simple implementation of the suffix tree can require as large as $33n$ bytes of storage with suffix links, or $25n$ bytes without suffix links [2].

The suffix array (SA) is another data structure, closely related to the suffix tree. The suffix array simply provides a lexicographically ordered list of all the suffixes of a string. If $SA[i] = j$, it means that the $i$-th smallest suffix of $T$ is $T_j$, the suffix starting at position $j$ in $T$. A related structure, the $\text{lcp}$ array contains the length of the longest common prefixes between adjacent positions in the suffix array. Combining the suffix array with the $\text{lcp}$ information provides a powerful data structure for pattern matching. With this combination, decisions on the occurrence (or otherwise) of a pattern $P$ of length $m$ in the string $T$ of length $n$ can be made in $O(m + \log n)$ time. Given the new worst-case linear-time direct SA construction algorithms, and the small memory footprint of suffix arrays, it is becoming more attractive to construct the suffix tree from the suffix array. A linear-time algorithm for constructing ST from SA is presented in [2].

### 3 Basic Data Structure

Starting from the suffix array, we construct an efficient data structure to simulate the suffix tree (ST). We call this structure a Virtual Suffix Tree (VST). The VST stores information about the basic topology of the suffix tree, the suffix array, and the suffix links. Thus, the VST is represented as a set of arrays that maintains information on the internal nodes of the suffix tree. The leaf nodes are not stored directly. However, whenever needed, information about any leaf node can be obtained via the suffix array. Unlike the ESA and LST, the VST neither uses the $\text{lcp}$-interval tree nor stores the $\text{lcp}$ array. We call the data structure a virtual suffix tree in the sense that it provides all the functionalities of the suffix tree using the same space and time complexity as a suffix tree, but without storing the actual suffix tree. Later, we show that the VST leads to a more compact representation of suffix trees and suffix arrays. (We mention that [14] also used the term “virtual suffix tree”, but for a limited form of the enhanced suffix array).

Below, we present the basic VST. This structure will require 14 bytes for each node in the VST and supports pattern matching in $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$ time, for an $m$-length pattern. In the next section, we present an improved data structure that reduces the space cost by eliminating the need to store edge lengths, while still maintaining $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$ time for pattern matching. We also describe a more compact structure for the VST that uses only 10 bytes for each internal node of the VST, and 5 bytes for each leaf node. Pattern matching on this compact representation will, however, be in $O(m |\Sigma|)$ time.

Each node in the VST corresponds to a distinct internal node in the suffix tree. In its basic form, each node in the VST is characterized by five attributes. For a given node in the VST (say node $u$), with a corresponding internal node in ST (say node $u_{ST}$), the five attributes are defined as follows.
- **sa_index**: index in the suffix array (SA index) of the leftmost leaf node under the internal node $u_{ST}$ of the suffix tree.
- **fchild**: the node ID of the first child node of $u_{ST}$ that is also an internal node. (Scanning is done left to right; edges at a node are also sorted left to right in ascending lexicographic order). If node $u$ is a leaf node in the VST, the value will be negative. The absolute value will point to the first child node of the next internal node in the VST.
- **elength**: The edge length of the edge $(v, u)$ in the VST, or equivalently $(v_{ST}, u_{ST})$ in the suffix tree, where $v$ is the parent node of $u$ and $v_{ST}$ is the parent node of $u_{ST}$.
- **nfleaf**: the number of child leaf nodes before the first child of $u_{ST}$ that is also an internal node.
- **nnleaf**: the number of sibling leaf nodes after $u_{ST}$, the current internal node of the suffix tree, but before the next sibling internal node.

In terms of storage, the **sa_index**, **fchild** and **elength** each requires one integer (4 bytes), while **nfleaf** and **nnleaf** each requires one byte of storage (assuming $|\Sigma| \leq 256$).

### 3.1 Example VST

We use an example sequence to explain the above definitions. The suffix tree and VST for the string `missississippi$` are shown in Figure 1. Note that the string `missississippi$` is made intentionally different from `mississippi$, to capture some of the cases involved in a VST. Only the internal nodes (dark nodes) are explicitly stored in the VST. The leaf nodes (empty circles) are not stored. The order of storage is based on the node-depths, from top to bottom. Table 1 shows the corresponding values of the VST node attributes for each VST node in the example.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Suffix tree and virtual suffix tree for the string $T = \text{missississippi}$$. (a) suffix tree; (b) virtual suffix tree. The number at each leaf node indicates the position in SA. The number at each internal node indicates the node ID in the VST.

### 3.2 Properties of the Virtual Suffix Tree

We can trace the properties of the VST based on the standard properties of a suffix tree.
1. The VST only stores the internal nodes of the suffix tree. No leaf nodes in the ST are represented in the VST. Information about the leaf nodes can be obtained from the SA when needed. Then the space requirement of the VST depends on the topology of the the suffix tree, or more specifically, on the number of internal nodes.
2. The number of leaf nodes in a suffix tree is $n$. The number of internal nodes in the suffix tree (and hence number of nodes in the VST) is at most $n$.
3. The VST stores only the SA index of the leftmost leaf nodes and information about the child nodes.
4. For a given node in the VST, the number of child nodes will be no larger than $|\Sigma|$. Thus, the time needed to match a symbol is at most $O(\log |\Sigma|)$.
5. The nodes in the VST are ordered based on the internal nodes of the suffix tree using the HSAM (hierarchy sequential access method). The child nodes from any given node will be stored sequentially. The child nodes of two nearby nodes will therefore be stored in nearby locations. This is an important property for addressing problems involving locality of reference.

We introduce further definitions needed in the description below. For a given node $u$ in the VST, we use the term prior node to denote the node that appears before the current node $u$ in the HSAM ordering. Similarly, next node denotes the node that appears after the current node $u$ in this ordering. We use $lsa_{\text{index}}$ (left $sa_{\text{index}}$) to denote the SA index of the leftmost leaf node that is a descendant of $u$. Similarly, $rsa_{\text{index}}$ (right $sa_{\text{index}}$) denotes the rightmost leaf node that has $u$ as its ancestor. Figure 2 shows an example.

It is simple to determine the $lsa_{\text{index}}$ and the leftmost child node of any given node. The properties of the VST and the organization of the VST lead to the following lemma about the VST (we omit the proof for brevity):

**Lemma 3.** For a given node in the VST, its rightmost child node, and the right $sa_{\text{index}}$ can each be determined in constant time.

### 3.3 Pattern matching on VST

Lemma 3 provides an indication of how pattern matching can be performed on the VST. For pattern matching using the suffix tree, an important issue is how to quickly locate all the child nodes for a given internal node. In the VST, each node points to its leftmost leaf node using the $sa_{\text{index}}$. During pattern matching, at any given node in the VST, we will need to determine four parameters, namely the leftmost child node ($lchild$), the rightmost child node ($rchild$), the left $sa_{\text{index}}$ ($lsa_{\text{index}}$) and the right $sa_{\text{index}}$ ($rsa_{\text{index}}$). These parameters define the boundaries of the search at the given node. To search in a leaf node of the VST, we will need only the left

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>node</th>
<th>root</th>
<th>$N_1$</th>
<th>$N_2$</th>
<th>$N_3$</th>
<th>$N_4$</th>
<th>$N_5$</th>
<th>$N_6$</th>
<th>$N_7$</th>
<th>$N_8$</th>
<th>$N_9$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa_{\text{index}}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fchild</td>
<td>$N_1$</td>
<td>$N_2$</td>
<td>$N_3$</td>
<td>$N_4$</td>
<td>$N_5$</td>
<td>$N_6$</td>
<td>$N_7$</td>
<td>$N_8$</td>
<td>$N_9$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elength</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfleaf</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnleaf</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** VST node attributes for the example sequence $T = \text{missississippi}$ used in Figure 1.
**Theorem 6.** Given a string \( T = T[1..n] \) of length \( n \), with symbols from an alphabet \( \Sigma \), and the virtual suffix tree for \( T \), we can count the number of occurrences of a pattern \( P = P[1..m] \) in \( T \) in \( O(m \log |\Sigma|) \) time, and locate all the \( \eta_{\text{occ}} \) occurrences of \( P \) in \( T \) in \( O(m \log |\Sigma| + \eta_{\text{occ}}) \) time.

**Proof.** The theorem is a consequence of Lemma 3. First consider the cost of one single symbol-by-symbol comparison at a node in the VST. The number of child nodes at

---

**Figure 2.** Example VST (solid nodes) showing left SA index (ISA) and right SA index (rSA) for sample nodes.

**sa_index** and right **sa_index** of the node. When we search in an internal node, we will need all the four parameters to match a pattern. Lemma 3 shows that for any given node, we can determine each of these parameters in constant time. The following two examples further illustrate the two cases involved in computing the **rsa_index**, and how pattern matching can be performed on the VST.

**Example 4.** Determining the right boundary from a next sibling node. Consider node \( N_5 \) in Figure 2. The left **sa_index** of \( N_5 \) is 9 and the right **sa_index** is 11, since \( N_5.rsa_index=9 \) and \( N_{5+1}.rsa_index=12 \), and hence the right **sa_index** of \( N_5=12-1=11 \). The leftmost child node is the **fchild** of the current node, thus the leftmost child of \( N_5 \) is \( N_8 \). The next node of the rightmost child node is \( N_{5+1}.fchild=N_9 \). Then the rightmost child node is \( N_{9-1}=N_8 \), since the child node will be stored side by side between sibling nodes.

**Example 5.** Determining the right boundary from the right boundary of the parent node. Consider node \( N_1 \) in Figure 2. The left **sa_index** of \( N_1 \) is \( N_1.ssa_index=1 \). The right **sa_index** of \( N_1 \) is \( N_2.ssa_index - (N_1.nnleaf -1)=7-1=6 \). The leftmost child node of \( N_1 \) is \( N_1.fchild=N_4 \). The next node of \( N_1 \) is \( N_2 \). Since \( N_2.fchild=N_3 \) is negative, \( N_2 \) must be a leaf node in the VST. The right node of \( N_1 \) will thus point to \( N_5 \). We therefore know that the next node of the rightmost child node of \( N_1 \) will be \( N_5 \). Finally, the rightmost child node of \( N_1 \) can be determined as \( N_{5-N_1.nnleaf} = N_{5-1} = N_4 \).

We summarize the foregoing discussion as the first main result of this paper:
any internal node can be no larger than $|\Sigma|$, and we can find the boundaries of the search in constant time. Since the edges are ordered lexicographically at each internal node, and given the HSAM ordering, matching a single symbol can be done in $O(\log |\Sigma|)$ time steps using binary search. To find the first match, we need to consider the $m$ symbols in the pattern. We perform the above symbol-by-symbol comparisons at most $m$ times to decide whether there is a match or not. After a match is found, we can again use binary search (using $\text{lsa}_{\text{index}}$ and $\text{rsa}_{\text{index}}$ as bounds) to determine all the $\eta_{\text{occ}}$ occurrences of the pattern. Reporting each occurrence can be done in constant time, or an additional $\eta_{\text{occ}}$ time for all the occurrences.

4 Improved Virtual Suffix Tree

The basic data structure introduced above stores the length of each edge in the VST. We can improve the structure to reduce the space requirement by avoiding the need to store information about the edge lengths directly. The improved data structure has only four attributes rather than five. The attributes $\text{sa}_{\text{index}}$ and $\text{elength}$ in the basic structure are now combined into one attribute called the adjusted SA index ($\text{asa}_{\text{index}}$). This requires a key modification to the suffix tree, leading to an important distinction between the suffix tree and the virtual suffix tree.

4.1 Adjusting edge lengths

A well-known property of the suffix tree is that no two edges out of a node in the tree can start with the same symbol. For efficient representation of the VST, this characteristic of the ST is modified such that, for a given node, every edge that leads to an internal node in the VST has an equal length. This modification is done as follows: Start from the root node and progress towards the leaf nodes in the VST. For a given internal node, say $u$, adjust the edge label from $u$ to each of its children such that all edges that lead to an internal node will have the same edge length. The major criteria is that, for two sibling internal nodes, their edge labels differ only in the last symbol. If for some edge, say $(u, w)$, the original edge length (or edge label) is longer than the new length, prepend the extraneous part of old label$(u, w)$ to each outgoing edge from $w$. The edge length for edges that lead to leaf nodes are left unchanged. Then repeat the adjustment at each child node of $u$. Figure 3 shows an example of this procedure. We can observe that this adjustment only affects the edge lengths, and does not change the general topology of the suffix tree.

The above adjustment procedure leads to an important property of the VST:

Property: In the improved VST, all internal sibling nodes occur at the same node-depth, and same string-depth, and the edge labels for the edges from the parent to each sibling differ only in the last symbol. This means that, in the VST, two branches from the same node can start with the same symbol, but their edge labels will differ.

This property provides an important difference between the suffix tree and the VST. The suffix tree mandates that no two edges from the same node have the same starting symbol. Further, the suffix tree only guarantees that the node-depth of two sibling nodes are the same, but not their string depth. This property of equal-length sibling edge labels is the key to more efficient representation of the VST, without explicit edge labels. Figure 4 shows an example of the modified suffix tree with equal-length edges for sibling nodes that are also internal nodes, and the corresponding improved virtual suffix tree. Table 2 shows the corresponding values of the attributes
for each node in the improved VST. What remains is how we compute \texttt{asa\_index}, the adjusted SA index. This is done by combining the original \texttt{sa\_index} with \texttt{elength}. We state the following lemma without proof:

\textbf{Lemma 7.} Given a node in the VST say \texttt{u}, and its parent node (say \texttt{v}), we can compute the adjusted SA index in constant time. Further, when required, the edge length can be determined in constant time.

While we store only the \texttt{asa\_index}, our calculations will still use the original \texttt{sa\_index}. However, this can be derived from \texttt{asa\_index} in constant time. In fact, we can observe that in practice, we need to compute the \texttt{asa\_index} for only the leftmost child node at each node-level, while keeping the original \texttt{sa\_index} for all other nodes. To determine the new \texttt{elength} for these other nodes, we simply make a constant time access to their leftmost (sibling) node (at the same node-level), and then use this to compute the length. For searching with the VST, we will calculate the length of the common string at each level. If the length is greater than 0, then we know there is a common string in the child nodes and only the last character is different. Thus, we do not need to store the edge lengths explicitly, leading to a reduction of one integer per node over the basic VST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NodeName</th>
<th>root</th>
<th>N₂</th>
<th>N₃</th>
<th>N₄</th>
<th>N₅</th>
<th>N₆</th>
<th>N₇</th>
<th>N₈</th>
<th>N₉</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sa_index</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fchild</td>
<td>N₁</td>
<td>N₄</td>
<td>N₅</td>
<td>N₆</td>
<td>N₇</td>
<td>N₈</td>
<td>N₉</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new_elength</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nleaf</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnleaf</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asa_index</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4+3=7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Table 2.} Node attributes in the improved VST for the example sequence, \(T = \text{missississippi}\). We have included \texttt{new\_elength}, so one can compare with \texttt{elength} in Table 1. However, in practice this will not be stored in the VST.

![Figure 3. VST edge-length adjustment procedure. (a) original tree; (b) improved tree after adjusting the edge lengths.](a) (b)
4.2 Construction algorithm

Construction of the VST makes use of an array $Q$ which records the internal nodes of the suffix tree. This array maps the internal nodes of the suffix tree to nodes in the VST. Thus, elements in the array are in the same ordering as the corresponding nodes in the VST.

Given an input string $T$, the first step is to construct the suffix array for $T$. This can be done in worst case linear time and linear space using any of the existing algorithms [13,18,17,3]. Using the SA, we construct the suffix tree as described in [2]. While the suffix tree can be constructed directly in linear time, working from the SA to the ST will require less space for the construction. The suffix tree is then preprocessed in linear time to adjust the edges from a given parent node that lead to internal child nodes to equal-length edges. Using the adjusted suffix tree, the algorithm will process the internal nodes in the suffix tree in a top-down manner to determine the attributes ($f_{child}$, $n_{leaf}$ and $n_{nleaf}$) for the corresponding nodes in the VST. Next, we process the VST from the VST leaf nodes to the root, using the $Q$ array to update the $asa_{index}$ at each node. The adjusted $asa_{index}$ field includes information on the $sa_{index}$ and edge length.

The steps for constructing the VST for a given input string are summarized in Algorithm 1.

4.3 Further space reduction

We can further reduce the space needed by the VST, at the cost of an increased time for pattern matching. In the pattern matching phase, if the algorithm is to compare symbols one-by-one, rather than using binary search on the branches from a given node in the VST, we will only need to compute the $lsa_{index}$ and $rsa_{index}$ of the node.

Consider an arbitrary node (say node $u$) in the VST. The number of children from $u$ or the number of $u$’s leaf nodes cannot be larger than $|\Sigma|$. Thus, the $sa_{index}$ of any child node of $u$ will lie between node $u$’s $lsa_{index}$ and $rsa_{index}$. Then comparing one symbol from the pattern against the first symbol on each edge from $u$ to its children will require at most $O(|\Sigma|)$ time steps. The left child node and the right child node will not need to be used again. Thus, the attributes $f_{child}$ and

Figure 4. Improved VST for the string $T = \text{mississippi}$: (a) modified suffix tree; (b) improved virtual suffix tree
nfleaf in the leaf nodes of the VST are no longer required. We make the asa_index to be negative for the leaf nodes. Thus, during pattern matching, this serves as a flag for the VST leaf nodes. This compact structure will reduce the space requirement at each leaf node of the VST by 5 bytes. Pattern matching time, however, will increase to $O(|\Sigma|)$ for each symbol in $P$, or $O(m|\Sigma|)$ overall.

4.4 Complexity Analysis

**Time and space complexity** The time cost for lines 1-3 in the construction algorithm (Algorithm 1) is $O(n) + O(n) + O(n) = O(n)$. Lines 5-17 in the algorithm perform a one time traversal of the nodes in the suffix tree. The respective values of $pTop$ and $pBottom$ range from 1 to $2n$. Thus the cost for the traversals is $O(n)$. Lines 18-27 in the algorithm run at most $pBottom$ times. The time for lines 18-27 in the algorithm is thus $O(n)$, since each iteration of the loop requires constant time. Therefore, for the regular VST, the overall construction time is $O(n)$. The time for pattern matching is in $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$. For the compact structure, the construction time is the same as the regular structure, but the VST is no longer stored linearly. Here we use an array to store the relation between the $Q$ array and the compact VST. The searching time is now $O(m|\Sigma|)$.

The space requirement clearly depends on the number of nodes in the VST, which is at most $n$ for a sequence of length $n$. Each node requires a fixed amount of memory to store, leading to an $O(n)$ space requirement.

**Number of nodes and practical space requirement** The actual space needed for the VST depends on the topology of the suffix tree. This topology can be captured by the number of internal nodes in the suffix tree, or alternatively, by the quantity $R_{IL}$, the ratio between the number of internal nodes and the number of leaf nodes. We call $R_{IL}$ the density or branching factor for the suffix tree. We conducted an experiment to evaluate the effect of this branching factor on the storage requirement of the VST. The suffix tree was constructed and the branching factors computed for a set of files taken from [26]. For each file, we used the first $2^{24}$ symbols as the text, and computed the branching factor. Table 3 shows the results. The maximum ratio of 0.76 was observed for the file Jdk13c. On average, however, the maximum ratio was around 0.63. The worst case occurs for a sequence with $|\Sigma| = 1$, (that is, $T = a^n$), leading to a branching factor of 1. The table shows that, for a given sequence, the branching factor depends on a complex relationship between $n$, $|\Sigma|$, and the mean LCP.

The space requirement for the VST, for both the compact and regular structures depends directly on the branching factor. The last two columns in Table 3 show the maximum space requirement for each file.

The foregoing discussion leads to the following lemma on the construction of the VST:

**Lemma 8.** Given a string $T = T[1..n]$, with symbols from an alphabet $\Sigma$, the virtual suffix tree (without the suffix link) can be constructed in $O(n)$ time, and $O(n)$ space, independent of $\Sigma$. 
Table 3. Branching factor and maximum space requirement for various sample files.
\[ SA[w,sa_index] = SA[u,sa_index] + 1. \] Clearly, \(|L(w)| = |L(u)| - 1\), where \(L(x)\) is the path label of node \(x\). Note that this path label is not explicitly stored in the VST, but for each node, the length can be computed in constant time. This computation can be performed in constant time by maintaining two arrays and observing that \(n - |L(w)| = n - |L(u)| + 1\). One array is the inverse suffix array (ISA) for the given string, defined as follows: \(ISA[i] = j \) if \(SA[j] = i\), \((i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\). The second is an array \(M\) that maps the SA values to the corresponding parent nodes in the VST, defined as follows: \(M[i] = u\) if \(u_{ST}\) in \(ST\) is the parent node of the leaf node corresponding to the suffix \(T_{SA[i]}\). Clearly, both arrays can be computed in linear time, and require linear space.

Case B: \(u\) is not a leaf node in the VST. This is a simpler case. When \(u\) is an internal node in the VST, the suffix link of \(u\) will point to some node \(w\), such that \(w\) is an ancestor of node \(u.fchild.slink\), such that \(|label(u, u.fchild)| = |label(w, u.fchild.slink)|\). The \(O(n)\) time result then follows by using the skip/count trick [11], by observing that a VST has at most \(n\) nodes, a node depth of at most \(n\), and that each upward traversal on the suffix link decreases the node depth by at least 1.

Algorithm 1: VST Construction Algorithm

\begin{verbatim}
CONSTRUCT-VST(T, n)
1 SA ← COMPUTE-SUFFIXARRAY(T, n)
2 ST ← SUFFIXTREE-FROM-SUFFIXARRAY(SA)
3 ST ← ADJUST-EDGELengths(ST)
4 Initialize VST[],Q[], pTop=0, pBottom=0, curNode=root, Q[pTop]=root
5 while (pBottom >= pTop)
6   for (each childnode in curNode) do
7     pBottom ← pBottom + 1; Q[pBottom] ← childNode
8     if childnode is first internal node then
9       VST[pTop].fchild ← pBottom
10      end if
11    else
12      Update VST[pTop].nfleaf and VST[pBottom].nnleaf
13    end if
14  end for
15  pTop ← pTop + 1; curNode ← Q[pTop]
16 end while
17 for (pb ← pBottom down to 0) do
18   if (VST[pb] is leaf node) then
19     VST[pb].asa_index ← Q[pb].fchild
20   else if (Q[pb].elength=1) then
21     VST[pb].asa_index←VST[pb].fchild.asa_index + VST[pb].nfleaf - Q[pb].elength
22   else
24   end if
25 end if
26 end for
\end{verbatim}

Although the above description is from the viewpoint of a VST already constructed, the suffix links can be constructed as the VST is being constructed, by
some modification of the VST construction algorithm. Algorithm 2 shows a modification of Algorithm 1 (the VST construction algorithm) to incorporate sections to compute the suffix link. The suffix link construction algorithm is based on the $Q$ array used during the VST construction.

**Algorithm 2: VST construction with suffix links**

4. Initialize $VST[\cdot], Q[\cdot], ISA[\cdot], M[\cdot]$, $pTop\leftarrow 0$, $pBottom\leftarrow 0$, $curNode\leftarrow root$, $Q[pTop]\leftarrow root$

18. for $(pb \leftarrow pBottom$ down to $0)$ do
19.    if ($VST[pb]$ is leaf node) then
20.       Update array $M$ to map SA index and node $VST[pb]$
21.    end if
22. end for
28. for $(pb \leftarrow pBottom$ down to $0)$ do
29.    if ($VST[pb]$ is leaf node) then
30.       $VST[pb].slink \leftarrow M[ISA[VST[pb].sa\_index+1]]$
31.    else
32.       Find ancestor $w$ of $VST[pb].fchild.slink$ s.t.
33.       $|label(w, VST[pb].fchild.slink)|=|label(VST[pb], VST[pb].fchild)|$
34.       Set $VST[pb].slink \leftarrow w$
35.    end if
36. end for

Figure 5 shows the result of the suffix link algorithm when applied to the VST of our example string $T = \text{missississippi}$. Essentially, given the VST, the suffix link is constructed right to left, node-depth by node-depth, starting with the rightmost node at the deepest node-depth, and moving up the VST until we reach the root. Thus, the order of suffix link construction in the example will be $SL_1, SL_2, \ldots, SL_9$.

**Figure 5.** Suffix link on the VST for the sample string $T = \text{missississippi}$. 

Algorithm 2 shows that the additional work required to compute all the suffix links is linear in the length of the string. After construction, the suffix link on the
VST will require one additional integer per internal node in the VST. This can be compared with the 2 integers per node required to store the suffix link using the ESA, or LST. In a typical VST, where the maximum leaf node to internal node ratio is usually less than 0.7, the suffix link will require a maximum total extra space of $0.7n \times 4 = 2.8n$ bytes. Table 4 shows the space required for the VST (including the suffix array and suffix links) for both the compact structure and the regular VST, at varying values of the branching factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Compact</th>
<th>Regular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worst Case</td>
<td>$15.50n$</td>
<td>$18.00n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Case</td>
<td>$12.63n$</td>
<td>$14.50n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>$12.05n$</td>
<td>$13.80n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>$11.48n$</td>
<td>$13.10n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>$10.90n$</td>
<td>$12.40n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We summarize the above discussion in the following theorem which captures the second main result of the paper:

**Theorem 10.** Given a string $T = T[1..n]$, with symbols from an alphabet $\Sigma$, the virtual suffix tree, including the suffix link, can be constructed in $O(n)$ time and $O(n)$ space, independent of $\Sigma$.

**Proof.** The theorem follows directly from Lemma 8 and Lemma 9. $\square$

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the virtual suffix tree (VST), an efficient data structure for suffix trees and suffix arrays. The searching performance is the same as the suffix tree, that is, $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$ for a pattern of length $m$, with symbol alphabet $\Sigma$. We also showed how suffix links can be constructed on the VST in linear time, independent of the alphabet size. The VST does not store the edge lengths explicitly. This is achieved by modifying a key property of the suffix tree - the requirement that no two edges from a given node in the suffix tree can start with the same symbol. This key modification leads to a major distinction between the VST and the suffix tree, and results in extra space saving. However, whenever needed, the length for any arbitrary edge in the VST can be obtained in constant time using a simple computation. A further space reduction leads to a more compact representation of the VST, but at the expense of an increased search time, from $O(m \log |\Sigma|)$ to $O(m|\Sigma|)$.

The space requirement depends on the topology of the suffix tree, in particular on the branching factor. For the compact structure, the worst case space requirement (including the suffix array) is $11.5n$ bytes without suffix links, and $15.5n$ bytes with suffix links, where $n$ is the length of the string. However, in practice, the branching factor is typically less than 0.7. For the compact structure, this gives less than $9.25n$ bytes on average without the suffix links, or $12.05n$ bytes with suffix links.

In this work, we have focused on efficient storage of the suffix tree and suffix array after they have been constructed. Thus, we constructed the VST from the suffix tree, which in turn was constructed from the suffix array. An interesting question is whether the virtual suffix tree can be constructed directly, without the intermediate suffix tree stage. This could lead to a significant reduction in space requirement at the time of VST construction.
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